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Abstract : Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are characterized by large numbers of tightly

integrated, interdependent and heterogeneous components in a network. They act as a

base system for safety and mission-critical Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applica-

tions such as smart grids, nuclear power plants, process control systems and robotics

systems. The complex ICS, e.g., Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA),

consists of many interdependent subsystems. Modern SCADA systems are an amalgam of

IIoT and legacy systems. IIoT is essentially a realization of advances in the connectivity of

hardware and data networks that SCADA provides. Therefore, Modern SCADA systems

can be considered a use-case for IIoT-based systems. The modernization of the SCADA

system, standardization of communication protocols and almost ubiquitous interconnec-

tivity courtesy for IIoT has drastically increased the attack surface of the SCADA system.

Systematic Vulnerability Management (VM) of these attack surfaces minimizes risks and

impacts associated with vulnerability exploitation. VM is a cyclical practice of identify-

ing, analyzing, prioritizing and fixing/ monitoring possible exploitation of vulnerabilities

in complex End-to-End (E2E) systems. State-of-art vulnerability discovery and real-time

exploitations monitoring approaches fail to discover and monitor Multi-Host Multi-Stage

(MhMs) attacks since they rely on isolated systems testing and monitoring. The Central

Monitoring System (CMS) needs each system log transmitted to the central server, hence

having a significant network overhead. Moreover, the recent attacks demonstrate that

the adversaries exploit a series of vulnerabilities to reach the target node. This raises the
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need for possible attacks discovery involving MhMs vulnerabilities.

In this direction, we first assess the SCADA system vulnerabilities leveraging the National

Vulnerability Database (NVD) to understand the severity and characteristics of these

vulnerabilities. We developed a possible MhMs attacks discovery framework IoT-PEN.

This leverages the standalone system (discovered) vulnerabilities, network topology and

target graphs. IoT-PEN also generates a security state report of each system and possible

MhMs attacks. The framework evaluations demonstrate that the framework is efficient

and scalable to larger networks.

To address the challenges in prioritizing patches in ICSs, we proposed two approaches:

SmartPatch and PatchRank. PatchRank demonstrates that by incorporating domain-

specific characteristics, a practical severity score is assigned to a vulnerability as compared

to widely used scoring systems in industries, i.e., Common Vulnerability Scoring Systems

(CVSS). We extend PatchRank to a multiple attacker-defenders repetitive game by con-

sidering the architectural features, i.e., functional dependency, topological dependency,

vulnerability assessment parameters and patch dependencies in SmartPatch. SmartPatch

is a three-step systematic method to serialize patches of vulnerabilities in an interde-

pendent and complex network. It considers the practical multiple attackers-multiple

defenders scenarios, architectural features and patch dependencies to rank the vulnera-

bilities patching. We validate the applicability of SmartPatch by considering the case

study of an interdependent, complex SCADA chain in the smart grid system using the

IEEE 5-Bus system. Our comparative analysis of the proposed approach with state-of-

the-art approaches demonstrates that SmartPatch reduces Residual Impact Score (RIS)
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by a faster rate, i.e., after each iteration, the RIS value for SmartPatch is the least.

As the device networks are prone to sophisticate MhMs attacks, which may not be de-

tected using state-of-the-art isolated system security solutions. This led to the require-

ment of CMSs. State-of-the-art CMSs need centralized data collection of the system logs

for each device, hence suffering from latency, network bandwidth and data loss due to

network congestion. It leads to a global monitoring system requirement to detect ongoing

MhMs attacks with low false positives and low network overhead.

To detect ongoing attacks, we propose GLoM : A Global Monitor using SpatioTempo-

rally Correlated Local Monitor that can detect ongoing MhMs attacks on the connected

systems. It leverages deep learning-based algorithms to detect anomalies with high ac-

curacy and attack graphs to map various anomalous behavior to detect MhMs attacks.

GLoM is a two-stage deep learning-based model, where the workload is divided between

Local Monitors (LM) and Global Monitors (GM). LMs, use LSTM to detect the abnormal

behavior of a system leveraging syslogs. Parallelly, GM discovers possible vulnerabilities

on the devices using vulnerability scanners in the network followed by generating Pos-

sible Attack Graphs (PAG) by mapping the prerequisites and post-conditions required

to exploit a vulnerability. GM is responsible for further analysis of the anomalous logs

and finds whether the logs in the current window resemble to CVE exploit logs using a

rule-based attack pattern repository. For each system, we track all the successful CVE

exploits observed using anomalous logs followed by generation of Evidence List (EL). EL

is capable of specifying the temporal and spatial correlation in the network. The sim-

ilarity index between attack-paths and EL identifies the most probable attack scenario
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an adversary may be following. Using LMs, network communication overhead decreased

by 88% on the publicly available dataset OpenStack (Loghub). LSTM based anomaly

detection shows 99% accuracy in detecting the anomalous logs with an average anomalous

log prediction overhead of 0.6 msec. We achieved 98% and 97% accuracy to generate the

prerequisites and post-conditions of a vulnerability, respectively. We evaluated GLoM

efficiency in MhMs attack detections using a local testbed.

In brief, this thesis aims at building techniques for efficient vulnerability management

to discover MhMs possible attacks. It provides vulnerability prioritization techniques by

considering the domain context. It also proposes a global monitoring system to detect

ongoing multi-host exploitations using system logs.
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